
 

Mafia II Fling Trainer

Basically, If you are a fan of The Godfather or Serious Sam, then this trainer is for you. This
trainer's level of difficulty (in game) is like S3 levels of difficulty. If you are very careful, you
can easily make it to the last room without even causing the ghost to appear. This is a very

basic trainer, pretty much it is the normal one except that there is no pattern button. Now, in
the game, when there is no timer, you have to tap the button down so that it gets the orange

part out. As soon as there is a timer, you have to tap the button down to the orange part.
That way it will match the other codes. Hope this helps you all. First of all, the trainer is

great! You can set the timer from 1 to 5 minutes. That's a good amount! The game is easy
enough, just follow the tutorial. If you get stuck, don't worry, there's a video tutorial, but in-

game you will see a red arrow at the bottom right corner of the screen. It will tell you what to
do if you're stuck. I like the trainer so far, but some of the attacks need to be changed. For

example, assault rifle - press up - the rocket launcher - press left - longsword - press right. So
far, so good. Good Trainer, i have only a few things to say about it. The game is basically

normal, but when you get a "Flashlight" (this trainer is only good for the flashlight, not for the
other two), make sure you mash the button down so it will flash. This will unlock the black
part of the key. You don't need to wait for the instruction to know what to do. When you do
it, there will be a music change, just like in other trainers. This is the key part, now you can
switch keys from the normal key and the flashlight key. You can tap the keys with numbers

to shift their positions. So, tap the number three to switch the three with the three and so on.
Anyway, this trainer is pretty simple, i think the game only has three levels of difficulty. It

could be higher, but hey, the game is simple to understand so it's cool, and it's great to know
that i didn't have to do too much to get this.
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Mafia II Fling Trainer

i have a few suggestions on how to improve the trainer to make it easier
to use, and some of my ideas may seem kinda odd, but i hope you get
the idea, and there are some other trainers that i like that have similar
features to this trainer, but i can't remember the names of them. the

trainer is pretty cool but it needs a few things. first off i need some help.
i have a super numpad but it isn't recognized. the trainer i made for
mafia ii fling doesn't work, so i need to get the trainer that has the

cheatkeys for that. so how do i do that? second, the cheat keys that you
can access don't seem to do anything, and i think it's because i have to

press z. so would it be possible to add some sort of cheat keys with each
state so you don't have to hold down z? i really don't know much about
trainers so i hope you can help. i would like the option to make a trainer

that utilizes the 'cheat' feature. for example, the trainer i have made
already for mafia ii fling doesn't work, so i need to get the trainer that

has the cheatkeys for that. so how do i do that? second, the cheat keys
that you can access don't seem to do anything, and i think it's because i
have to press z. so would it be possible to add some sort of cheat keys
with each state so you don't have to hold down z? i really don't know

much about trainers so i hope you can help. i've tried a few trainers on
hotkeys. the first trainer i tried had two cheat hotkeys. one was for the

cheat and the other for the trainer. i ended up running the trainer
without the cheat hotkey. another trainer had a cheat hotkey that would

enable the cheat and a trainer hotkey that would run the trainer, this
also didn't work for me. 5ec8ef588b
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